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There is a man who roams around America. He doesn’t know his own name. He has no
recollection of his past. But he doesn’t need to know his own name or his past to do the right
thing. The American Drifter roams from city to city, righting wrongs where he finds them. Maybe
one day he’ll unlock the secret of his past, but for now, he’s a protector. If you have a problem
that can’t be solved by conventional means, the drifter will help.



I got a song filled with shit for the strong willedWhen the world gives you a raw dealSets you off
till you scream“Piss off! Screw you!”When it talks to you like you don’t belongOr tells you you’re
in the wrong fieldWhen something’s in your mitochondrialCause it latched on to you
like…...knock knock let the devil in manevalent as I’ve ever been -Eminem, Venom
The drifter pushed the church doors open, and the priest eyed him with palpable hatred. It had
been eight months since he’d last seen him, and he was just beginning to believe he might have
really gotten away.He was wrong.The heavy oak door closed silently and slowly on its hinges.
Bright morning sunshine spilled in through the stained glass windows, bathing half the room in
multicolored prisms of red, yellow, green, blue, and gold.The drifter and the priest studied each
other, alone in the hall, save for the life sized Christ statue on the cross, behind the pulpit and
high up on the wall. Was it a cross? Or a crucifix? He couldn’t remember which was which. The
drifter glanced up at the statue, and wondered momentarily if any being, omnipotent or
otherwise, was watching them. He returned his gaze to the Father.A minute passed in this
fashion, neither men moving, speaking, even blinking. Then the priest slowly backpedaled
towards the pulpit, and reached underneath. When his hand closed around nothing but thin air,
his eyes widened, and his blood ran cold. The drifter pulled back the left side of his Carhartt
jacket, revealing the .45 pistol that had belonged to the priest until last night.He uttered a raspy
laugh that was devoid of any humor. The drifter had heard this laugh before. It was the cackle of
someone who finally realizes that they lost, that they’ve been backed into a corner in which there
is no escape from.“How did you get my gun?” The words cut through the mounting silence like a
sonic boom, and echoed off the high walls and rafters of the domed ceiling.The drifter said
nothing. He folded the left side of his jacket back over his body, concealing the gun. He had no
use for the semi auto. Concealed under his jacket on his other side was his weapon of choice,
a .357 Ruger Blackhawk revolver. For now, he let it rest there, and laced his hands behind his
back. The priest would get one more chance to plead his case.“That bitch had it coming for
running her mouth the way she did!”He was not off to a good start.The drifter slowly began to
amble up the aisle, boots thumping rhythmically off the wooden floor, heel to toe, heel to toe.
Thump-THUMP, thump-THUMP, thump-THUMP…
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